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Order and disorder in transition metal carbides and nitrides:
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Abstract — A general overview of the experimental data concerning long and
short—range order of metalloid vacancies in rocksalt structure transition
metal carbides and nitrides is given. Hexagonal compounds M2C and M2N are
also briefly considered. Emphasis is put on neutron scattering experiments,
and mew information is given, in particular on the TiCX system. Some data
concerns the vacancy—induced lattice distortions. Recent theoretical calcu-
lations of the stability of ordered phases and of pair interaction potem—
tials, starting from the band structure of the stoichiometric compounds,

are briefly presented.

INTRODUCTION

Transition metal carbides and mitrides show very remarkable properties (ref. 1)
— high melting temperatures ( ) 000 °C for TaC and HfC),
— great hardness,
— metallic electrical conductivity, and even in some cases superconductivity (Tc 18 K for

KbC0.3N07),
— large departures from the stoichiometric compositions (for example TiC0.50 to TiC0.97),
— complex electronic structure presenting altogether metallic, covalent and ionic aspects,
but dominated by the strong hybridization between the metal d and the carbon or nitrogen
2p atomic electron states (ref. 2).

Many of these carbides and nitrides can be described as a close—packed metal lattice (f.c.c.
orh.c.p.), with the carbon or nitrogen atom in the center of the oètahedral interstices. If
these octahedral sites are not all occupied, the unoccupied sites may be considered as 'va-
cancies" in the metalloid sublattice. Depending on the composition and the thermal treatment,
these"vacancies" may be found ordered (forming a new lattice) or disordered. "Vacancies" and
metalloid atoms form a pseudo "solid—solution", with order—disorder phenomena analogous to
those encountered in metallic solid solutions Ai_x Bx.

These ordering phenomena were discovered around 1965. Am experimental review was presented
in 1977 (ref. 3) ; a review of phase diagram and crystallographic results obtained by Rue—
siam searchers was presented in (ref. ). Since them, important progress was made in our

knowledge and understanding of these phenomena, in particular by neutron scattering experi-
mental studies and theoretical ab—initio calculations of phase stability and pair energy in-
teractions from the electronic structure of the compounds.

The compounds discussed here will be

a) The rocksalt structure monocarbides and mononitrides ; these are found for transition me-

tals of group III (Sc, 7, La, rare—earths), IV (Ti, Zr, Hf, Th), V (V, Nb, Ta) and VI (Cr,
Mo, w). Actimide nomocarbides and nononitrides will not be considered here (for a review see
(ref. 5)). The range of composition where these compounds are found single—phased is given
in Table 1. Of course, it depends of temperature : the values of Table 1 correspond to san—
ples obtained at room temperature after normal cooling ( 1 °C/s) from above 1 000 °C ; but,
due to the very high migration enthalpy of the metalloid atom ( ) eV), they are more truly
representative of the domain of existence around 1 000 °C. In fact, we do not know what is
the stability of phases at 0 K or even at room temperature. Long annealing studies on TiCx
and TiNx show that the low metalloid content boundary which extends to TiC0.5 and TiN0,5 arourd

1 500 °C, restricts to TiC060 and TiN08 around 700 °C (refs. )4 6, 7). The lattice parame-
ters a9 of these compounds do not vary much with composition (typically 0.01 A for Lx = 0.10):
approximate values are given in Table 1.

For all rocksalt structure transition metal carbides, non—stoichiometry is due to carbon va-
cancies, the metallic sublattice remaining completely occupied, as shown by precise density
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measurements (see ref. 8). At high temperature, YC and ThCX CSfl accoimnodate a large propor—
tion of carbon interstitials up to chemical formuLae such as MC2. On the contrary, for some
momonitrides such as T±NX, x values larger than 1 have leen observed and attributed to the
presence of metal vacancies (ref. 1) ; this has not been the subject of many studies up to
now, and experimental data are still somewhat conflicting.

ID) The hexagonal hemicarbides and heninitrides M2C and M2N : these are found essentially for
transition metals of columns V (v, b, Ta) and VI (Mo, w). In these compounds, the metal lat—
tice is hexagonal close—packed and the metalloid atoms occupy half of the available octahe—
dral sites in either an ordered or disordered distribution.

ORDER-DISORDER AND LATTICE DISTORTION IN TITANIUM MONOCARBIDE

The long—range ordered structures
For 0.5 < x < 0.7, long—range ordering of carbon vacancies occurs in TiCx annealed below
800 °C. Goretzki first observed by powder neutron diffraction superlattice reflexions such as

(1/2 1/2 1/2), (3/2 1/2 1/2), .. (ref. 9) ; he proposed a cubic superstructure of lattice
parameter b 2 a0, double from that of the NaCl primitive cell size a0, and consistent with
formula Ti2C and space group Fd3m. It may be described as sequences of {H1 } carbon planes
alternately 1/4 and 3/)4 full. Electron diffraction observations (ref. 10) were consistent
with this structure, although the small ordered domain size ( 300 A) did not allow single
domain diffraction.

The structure, the order—disorder transition, the kinetics of ordering and the growth of an—
tiphase domains have been studied in detail by Noisy—Maurice et al (ref. 6) by high tempera-
ture powder neutron diffraction. The thermal dependence of the superstructure reflexion
(1/2 1/2 1/2) for TiC0.67 is shown on Fig. 1. The following order—disorder critical tempera—
tures were determined
. TiC0.58 : Tc T60 ± 5 °C, transition nearly of second order with critical coefficient

= 0.26 ± 0.01, somewhat lower but not very far to the value predicted by the 3—dimensional

incompressible Ising model, = 0.31 (ref. ii) for ordering due to short—range interactions.
. TiC0.63 (composition Ti8C5) : Tc 185 ± 5 °C is maximum, and shows a small first order ste

confirmed by X—ray experiments (ref. 12).
. TiC067 : Tc TT ± 5 °C ; more recent X—ray experiments suggest that one crosses a two—
phase (ordered + disordered) region between 7)40 and 770 °C (ref. 12)(Fig. 1).
. TiC071 : Tc 600 °C (determined after quench (ref. 13)).

In fact, the situation was found more complex concerning the "true" T2C1+y structure. Parthe
and Yvon (ref. i)) pointed out that another Ti2C structure (where the f.c.c. metalloid sub—
lattice consists of alternately empty and full {1i1 } carbon planes, similarly to the Cu—Pt

intermetallic alloy) of trigonal space group R3m, presented powder diffraction spectra iden-
tical to that of the above Fd3m structure, if the trigomal distortion of the cubic primitive
lattice is negligible. These two structures have identical atomic pair correlations up to
infinity (but can be distinguished by the number of tetrahedra formed with first neighbour
carbons (ref. 15), Fig. 3a) : the first and third carbon shells around a vacancy are half
filled, the second shell is completely filled, and the fourth empty ; vacancies avoid to be
in f.c.c. second neighbour position. Both structures can also be described as a stacking of
octahedra made of carbons and vacancies and centered on a titanium (refs. 16, 17) (Fig. 9)
for the CuPt type Ti2C, one stacks type (e) octahedra with the same orientation of all the
faces containing three carbons ; for the Fd3m—Ti2C, type (e) octahedra are stacked with the
four possible <111> orientations.

Indeed, it has been shown more recently that long anneals (several days) around 730—750 °C

for TiC063 and TiCoe , lead to a trigonally distorted phase (ref. 12) (Fig. 2) : the rhombo—

hedral angle, 90.26 0, corresponds to a slight compression along a <111> direction with ne-
gligible change of volume. This was confirmed independently by Khaenko et al (ref. 18) who
found by X—ray diffraction on a single crystal TiC060 new superlattice spots (110) and (aol)
the superlattice was then suggested to correspond to the formula Ti8C5 with the trigonal

(—hexagonal) space group RBm and hexagonal lattice parameters ahex i4a0, chex 2/Ta0.
This Ti8C5 structure may be obtained from the Fd3m—Ti2C by filling with carbon atoms the
alternate {iii} planes which were 3/4 filled (Fig. 3b). But it still does not explain all the
weak superstructure reflexions, such as those found near (5/8 5/8 0) on a TiC061 sample an-
nealed 7 days at 600 °C, observed by diffuse neutron scattering (ref. 19) (Fig. )4a).

Therefore, one must consider that the exact Ti2CO+y ordered structure is not fully under-
stood : possibly, the cubic Fd3m superstructure is a metastable form evoluating toward a
stable trigonal form. Both forms (for the Ti2C composition) are degenerate in the pair po-
tential and rigid lattice approximation this degeneracy can only be lifted by lattice dis-
tortion, many—body (n > 2) atomic interactions and (perhaps) vibrational effects at T > 0 K.
Physical property studies on ordered and disordered TiC0.625 have shown that long—range orde-
ring reduces the residual electrical resistivity and (slightly) the electronic specific heat

(ref. 20).
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R3m

Fig. 2 : Powder X—ray diffraction spectrum of

TiC063 (Cu K radiation). a: sample quenched
from 1OOO°C (12O)f.c.c. reflexiom. 1 : sample
ammealed 1 days at 750 °C : the 120

f.c.c.reflexion is splitted by the
rhonbohedral distortiom (ref. 12).

Fig. 3. Superstructures observed in cubic transition metal carbides and nitrides
a : Ti2C, R2C (Rm—CuPt or Fd3m type) ; b : Ti8C5 c : V8C7 d : Ti2N

Fig. )4 Elastic diffuse neutron scattering measured at 300 K at the HFR (ILL, Grenoble,
spectrometer D7, X =3.1 A). (110) reciprocal lattice plane.
a : TiC061 annealed 1 days at 600 °C ; b : TiC079 (refs. 19, 23).

Fig. 1. Thermal dependence of the super—
lattice reflexion (1/2 1/2 1/2) of
TiC067 measured by powder neutron dif-

fraction (refs. 6, 12).
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Short—range ordering of carbon vacancies
It was first observed on rapidly cooled TiC0,—0•7 samples, as diffuse streaks in the electron

microdiffraction spectra (ref. 21).

Elastic neutron diffuse scattering perforned at the HFR (ILL, Grenoble) at room tenperature
allowed to study nore quantitatively this short—range ordering (refs. 19, 22, 23). For quen—

ched TiC04 , broad diffuse niaxina centered on (1/2 1/2 1/2), (3/2 1/2 1/2), . . (and not ob—
served by electron diffraction) were found, superposed to the streaks ; they can be qualita—
tively associated to small ( 30 A) nicrodomains of Ti2C1 (Fd3in or R3n) ; recent high tern—
perature diffuse neutron scattering experiments (ref. 2)4) perforrned up to 913 °C (largely
above the critical order—disorder temperature), confirmed the existence of these naxina,

which decrease with increasing tenperature (Fig. 5).

For TiC0,76 and TiC079,these naxirna are not observed (Fig. )4b) ; the non periodicity of the
intensity in the reciprocal space is associated to static atonic relaxations ; the analysis
by the Sparks and Bone first approximation (ref. 91) and least squares fit, led to the fol—
lowing short—range order Cowley—Warren parameters (compared to the theoretical values for

Ti2Ci+y)(refs. 19, 22)

ni a2 3 aL

TiC06 —0.003 —0.080 0.013 0.006 —0.003

TiCO79 +0.010 —0.1T5 0.010 0.025 0.015

T2Ci+y _ 0 —1 o +1 o
(Fd3m or R3m)

The difference between TiC076 and TiC079 is not easy to understand : it is probably related to
different thermal treatments, and shows the necessity to perform diffuse scattering experi—
ments at the equilibrium temperature. The short—range ordering in both samples is weak, and
mostly restricted to second neighbours of the f.c.c. metalloid sublattice. For TiC076 , where
the above are assumed to correspond to the equilibrium at 600 °C (temperature at which
the sample was annealed 1 days before cooling), pair interaction potentials were calculated
using the mean field approximation of Moss and Clapp (ref. 25) : V1 3.2 meV and V2 7.1meV
between first and second neighbours of the metalloid sublattice respectively (ref. 19). The
recent use of the more sophisticated "Cluster Variation Method" (ref. 26) allowed to obtain
from the sane experimental data : V1 1.3 meV and V2 35.)4 meV (ref. 27). Although the two
determinations differ quantitatively, they agree to show that the second neighbour pair in-
teraction is positive and dominates.

Atomic relaxations
In the disordered compounds, the interatomic distances for each neighbour shell form a conti-
nuous distribution. From the elastic diffuse neutron scattering experiments mentioned above,
the relative average interatomic distances C—C and C—Ti were found practically the sane in
TiC076 and TiC079 (refs. 19, 22, 23). The main effect is a reduction of the average metal—
carbon first neighbour distance of 0.03 A, compared to the lattice distance a/2. A similar
result was obtained in ordered T2C1+y by powder neutron diffraction (ref. 6).

The fluctuations in interatomic distances due to disorder have a very strong damping effect
on the EXAFS spectra (oscillations of the X—ray absorption coefficient) of the considered

compound this was studied in the case of the Ti K edge at 300 and 10 K (ref. 19). Figure 6
shows the Fourier transform of k3X.(k) (x = EXAFS function, k = wave—vector modulus of the
photoelectron ejected from the K shell by the incident photon) for different concentrations
TiCx : the function shows peaks associated each to a shell of neighbours of a Ti situated at
the origin. Increasing vacancy content results in a large damping of the EXAFS spectrum and
of its Fourier transform, which in first approximation can be expressed by a static Debye—
Waller factor for each shell of neighbours. A model where the six titanium surrounding a va-

cancy are radially shifted away by 0.07 A, explains satisfactorily these results, in agree-
ment with recent channeling experiments (ref. 28). The carbon static displacements are weak.

ORDERING OF METALLOID VACANCIES IN THE ROCKSALT MONOCARBIDES AND MONONITRIDES
AN EXPERIMENTAL OVERVIEW

The observed superstructures and the eventual existence of short—range ordering are listed
in Table 1. For group III monocarbides, ZrCx, ThCx, TaCx, one is referred to the review of
(ref. 3).

Vanadium monocarbide
Two long—range ordered structures V8C7 and V6C5 are very easy to form below their (first—
order type) order—disorder transition temperatures, which are respectively 1 120 and 1 260 °C

(refs. 37 to )42).
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TABLE 1. Composition range, lattice Darameters and observed superstructures for the rocksalt
structure transition metal carbides and nitrides.(S.R.O. = Short Range Ordering).

Connound
Dorain of
existence

x = CorN/N

Lattice
naraneter
a0(A) at 2OC

Ordered metalloid vacancy nhases References

ScC
x

YCx

0.3 -0.5

0.3 -1.O

4.67-4.72

5.06

Sc2C (cubic Fd3m or trigonal

y2C (triaonal RIm)

RIm) (ref.

(refs.

29)

30,31)

RC
(R=Sn-3Yb)

0.4 -0.6 5.17(SmC05)
4.99)YbC3.5)

R2C (triconal RIm)
(R = Gd, Ho, Dy, Er)

(refs. 30,31,32)

TiC
x

0.50-0.97 4.30-4.33

T12C1+y (cubic Fd3m)
Ti2C1+ (triqonal R31n)
Ti8C5 (triaonal RIm)
S.R.O.

(refs.

(refs.

(refs.

(refs.

6,9,13)
12,14)
12,18)
21,22,23,24)

ZrC
x

0.58-0.97 4.69-4.70 Zr2Ci+ (cubic Fd3m)
S.R.0.

(refs.
(refs.

3,9,33)
3,34)

HfC
x

ThC
x

0.52-0.99

0.67_0.98*

4.62-4.64

5.30-5.34 S.R.O. (refs. 34,35,36)

VC
x

0.73-0.90 4.13-4.166

V6C5 (trinonal P31 or P32)

V6C5 (monoclinic B2/m)
V8C7 (cubic P4132 or P4332)
S.R.O.

(ref.

(refs.

(refs.
(refs.

47)
48,49)
43,44,45)
21,54)

NbC
x

0.71-0.99 Nb6C5 (trioonal R1m)
S.R.O.

(refs.
(refs.

37,57,58)
21,22)

TaC
x

0.74-0.99 4.41-4.555 Ta6C5 (tric'onal RIn)(?)
S.R.O.

(refs. 37,57,63)

MOCx4 0.69-0.75 4.27-4.28

WC 0.6 -0.7 4.22

ScN
x

1 5.45

YN 1 4.87

RN

(RLaLu)
1

5.30 (LaN)
4.80 (LuN)

TiN
x

0.50-1.15 4.22-4.24 Ti2N (quadratic 14,/amd)
S.R.O.

(refs.
(refs.

7,64,65,66)
24,65)

ZrN
x

0.55-1.15 4.59-4.57

HfN
x

0.70-1.15 4.53-4.51

VN 0.73-0.99 4.07-4.14 V32 N26 (quadratic P42/nmc)
S.R.0. (ref. 67)

NbN
x

0.70-1.06 4.37-4.39 Nb4N3 (quadratic 14/mmm) (refs. 68,69,70)

TaN §x 0.8 -0.9 4.33

CrN
x

0.98-0.99 4.15

MONx
0.4 -0.6 4.15 M02N (ouadratic 141 /amd) (refs. 71,72)

WN
x

0.5 4.13

* Continuous solid solutions YC05—YC2,0 and ThmetaThC2.o at very high temperatures (> 1500°C)
+ Phases only stable at high temperature and retained by auenching.
§ Metastable phase formed at high pressure and high temperature (T > 1900 °c) (ref. 12).

The structure of V8C7 (refs. )43 to l6) is cubic with lattice parameter b = 2a0 (Fig. 3c), and
corresponds to two enantiomorphic space groups P4132 and P14332 (ref. )43) ; the real crystals
consist of a mixture of antiphase domains of the two groups ; vacancies are third neighbours
on the carbon f.c.c. sublattice.

The crystal structure of V6C5 is more complicated, as two forms have been observed by elec-
tron diffraction : a trigonal form corresponding to the two enantiomorphic space groups P31
and P32 (ref. 47), and a monoclinic form of space group B2/m, which is stable at lower tem-

peratures (T 1 000 °C) (refs. 148, 149, 50). In both forms, carbon vacancies are third neigh-
bours on the f.c.c. metalloid sublattice. Both structures can be described as a stacking of

type (b) octahedra (Fig. 9). They consist of alternate {iii} carbon planes completely and
2/3 full. They can be deduced from each other by a periodic distribution of {11l}fcc
stacking faults. Non-stoichiometry in V6C5 can be accommodated by non-conservative antiphase
boundaries, parallel to the {11O}fcc planes, and which are periodically distributed, with
period up to 40 A (refs. 149, 51).

Carbon diffusion (ref. 52) and plastic properties (ref. 37) are greatly modified by the
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long—range ordering of carbon vacancies in VC : the order—disorder transitions in V8C7 and
v6c5 correspond to the brittle—to—ductile transitions. In V6C5 the nucleation and growth of
axial donains have been studied by electron microscopy by Hannink et al (ref. 53).

The disordered structure VC can be retained by quench for carbon compositions lower than
vco.78. For these,51V NMR studies (ref. 16), as well as neutron (ref. 5)4) and electron (ref.
21) diffuse scattering have shown the existence of short—range order between vacancies,
having the sane physical origin than the long—range ordered structures (i.e. vacancies pre—
ferentially third neighbours on the carbon f.c.c. sublattice). The electron nicrodiffraction
pattern of a single crystal VC0,75 shows, beside the f.c.c. diffraction spots, a diffuse scat—
tered intensity distributed in first approximation on a surface of cubic symmetry, periodi—
cal in the reciprocal space (Fig. Ta). Such type of spectra have been interpreted in terms
of cluster models ("transition state"), from a generalization of the Pauling rule (usually
applied to ionic crystals), which suggests that the smallest blocks of the structure have
as much as possible the sane composition as the compound (refs. 16, 55, 56). In the case of

VC0:75 , the electron diffuse scattering pattern is consistent with a mixture of randomly
oriented octahedra (b) and (c) (Fig. 9), the c2 coefficient value seeming to exclude octa—
hedra (d) ; the model predicts the following relationship for the first short—range order
coefficients : 1 + a + m2 0.222. The cxi values deduced from the electron diffraction
(where the diffuse intensity is assumed to be restricted to the surface of Fig. 7a, with a
constant intensity) are : ni = —o.iy, 2 —0.30, = +0.18, c = +0.01, whence
1 + 1 mi + m2 0.02 (ref. i6). A neutron diffuse scattering study (neglecting static dis—

placements) led to : c —0.17, m2 —0.20, a +0.15, c —0.03 with 1 + a1+c2 +0.12,
in reasonable agreement with the electron diffraction data, and confirming the cluster model

(ref. 5)4).

Niobium nonocarbide
A Nb6C5 superstructure has been determined by electron diffraction on samples slowly cooled
around 1 000 °C (refs. 37, 57) : it is isonorphous to the trigonal form of V6C5, as confir-
med by powder neutron diffraction (ref. 58). The order—disorder transition (Tc 1 020 °c)

and the kinetics of ordering have been studied by high temperature neutron diffraction (ref.
58) and electrical resistivity (ref. 59).

Short—range ordering in rapidly cooled samples, similar to that found in VC075, was observed
by electron diffraction (ref. 21) and powder neutron diffuse scattering (ref. 60) in prac-
tically all the composition range (NbCo71095). A single crystal elastic diffuse scattering
study on NbCQ73 shows diffuse bands (Fig. Tb) (ref. 22) corresponding to the section of the
diffuse scattering surface of Fig. 7a by the (iTo) reciprocal lattice plane. The short-range
order coefficients found are : c = —0.095, ms = —0.275, o = +0.05, c = +0.07, whence
1 + )4 c + a2 = 0.3)45, allowing a similar interpretation than for VCo.

Static relaxations consisting in a shift of the niobium away from their vacancies first

neighbours were determined by different techniques (refs. 22, 58, 61, 62).

Titanium mononitride
Lobier and Marcon (ref. 6)4) found by X—ray diffraction a quadratic superstructure by annea-
ling a TiN.05 sample at 500 °C. The structure, confirmed by electron diffraction (ref. 65)
and powder neutron scattering (ref. 66) is characterized by (1 1/2 0) type superlattice dif-
fraction peaks. The quadratic cell is made of two f.c.c. primitive cells, and the space grotp

is I)41/amd (Fig. 3d).

The ordered domain structure, consisting of antiphase domain boundaries and axial domain
boundaries, was studied by electron microscopy (refs. 7, 65). Fig. 8 shows the axial domains,
which form thin platelets : the deformation of the cell with ordering (c = 2.12 a), and the
existence of different types of axial domains with the quadratic axis taking one of the
three possible <1100>orientations, lead to strains in the sample and broadening of the dif-

fraction peaks (ref. 7).

The order—disorder transition (first order, 800 — 870 °c) and the kinetics of ordering

were studied by high temperature neutron diffraction (ref. 7) ; this ordered phase
("s' — Ti2N") seems to be metastable as, at 750 °C, the following phase transformation se-
quence was directly observed (in contradiction with the phase diagram of (ref. )4))
quenched disordered S — TiN0.5 - cS' -- ' + + E — TiN0 + E

E quadratic antirutile structure Ti2N1_y).

Short—range ordering of nitrogen vacancies was observed at all compositions TiNx by electron
diffraction (refs. 21, 65) ; a recent neutron diffuse scattering study on TiN080 (ref. 2)4)
showed the same type of pattern as NbC073 (Fig. Tb).
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Other nitrides (vN, NbN, MoN)
A superstructure was observed in the vanadium nitride VN (o.I x O.8) by electron dif—
fraction on samples annealed several weeks below the ordr—disorder transition (520 °c) (ref.
67). The structure was found tetragonal with space group P)42/nmc, and a c 2a0 (negligible
distortion). A formula V32N26 was proposed, the nitrogen vacancies being statistically dis—
tributed between the special sites 8(g) (x z i/1), 8(f), 2(b) and )(d). Short—range or—
dering was observed for conpositions up to VNo.go (ref. 6T).

A tetragonal superstructure occurs in the NbN systen for O.TO x 0.85. It could be stu—
died by single crystal neutron diffraction : the cell is formed with two f.c.c. units (as
TiNy), with c 2a0, a a0, c/a 1.98, space group Il/mmm, formula NbN3. Vacancies oc—
cupy the corners and the center of the tetragonal cell (structure type DO22) (refs. 68, 69,
o). The order—disorder transition occurs probably at very high temperature (Ta 1 800 °c)
(ref. io).

In the MoN system, a tetragonal superstructure MO2N1+y similar to Ti2N (Fig. 3d) was ob—
served (ref. ii). The phase diagram was studied in detail by Ettmayer and Vendl (ref. 72).

All nitride superstructures : Ti2N, V32N26 , NbN3, Mo2N, present similar features : super—
lattice reflexions of the type (1 1/2 0) ; tetragonal superstructure with c 2a0 body—
centered tetragonal lattice of vacancies with c 2a0, a a0 additional vacancies are
found (except for ffb4N3) in the z 1/)4 and z 3/)4 planes ; large distortions (except for
v32N26) ; the shifts of the two first metal neighbours of a vacancy, along the z axis, dif—
fer in sign : towards the vacancy in ffbN3(by 0.0)4 A), away from the vacancy in Ti2N (by
0.12 A).

ORDERING OF METALLOID VACANCIES IN THE ROCKSALT MONOCARBIDES AND MONONITRIDES
THEORETICAL ASPECTS

Classification of long—range ordered phases
A first classification of these phases, in terms of stacking of{111}f c c planes has been
proposed by Parthe and Yvon (ref. i1).

A second classification is in terms of stacking of octahedra made of carbons and vacancies,
and centered on a metal atom (Fig. 9) (refs. 16, ii). The superstructures M2C, M2N, M5C5
are built with only one type of octahedra ; V8C7 consists in a mixture of octahedra (a) and
(b), NbN3 of octahedra (1) and (d). In some short—range ordered compounds such as VC075 and
NbC073, this model with two types of octahedra randomly oriented, succeeded to explain the

shape of the diffusion scattering pattern shown Fig. 7 (ref. i6).

From the above review, very general ordering systematics are found for these compounds, and
carbides and nitrides somewhat differ. In carbides, the superlatticereflexions are always
of the type (1/2 1/2 1/2) and the f.c.c. second neighbour position between vacancies is
forbidden (c2 'o) ; in nitrides, the superlattice reflexions are of the type (1 1/2 0), and
a body—centered quadratic array of vacancies (c2a2a0) is always found. Carbides are prac-
tically undistorted by ordering ; relatively large distortions are found for some nitrides.
Static displacements of metal atoms (several 0.01 A) occur in all compounds ; in the case of
the carbides, the shift is always away from the vacancy.

The most fruitfull classification of these superstructures is that based on the prediction
of the Ising model, which was successfully developed for f.c.c. and b.c.c. binary alloys

(refs. 15, 73, 7)4, 75). In this model, the carbide MCxDx is considered formally analogous
to a substitutional f.c.c. binary alloy Ai_x Bx, the metal atom acting only on the values of
the effective pair interaction energies between metalloid atoms, Vn. Static displacements
and lattice distortions are ignored. Atomic interactions are limited to pair interactions.
The part of the alloy energy depending of the atomic configuration is written : U = E Pn Vn
(where V = (V + VB — 2V)/2 is the effective pair interaction energy between n
n—th neighbours, which depends only of the nature of A and B and of the concentration x
Pn is the number of A-A and B-B pairs in n-th neighbour positions. Stable ordered structures
at 0 K are obtained by minimizing U.

Figure lOa shows the stable phases at 0 K for a binary alloy with first and second neighbour

pair interactions V1 and V2 only (refs. 73, 76). The carbide phases M2C (N = Ti, Zr, Sc, Y,
T.R.) are found stable in regions I and IV ; M6C5 (N = V, Nb, Ta) in region I. The nitride
phases (Ti2N, Mo2N, NbiN3) are found stable in region II. Therefore this suggests that in
carbides V2>0 is the predominant pair interaction energy, and that in nitrides V1>2V2>O. No
interstitial compound is found in regionIII (which corresponds to many metallic alloys such

as CuAu, Cu3Au, Ni3Fe, ..) and V (segregation). This classification confirms that carbides
and nitrides form two well distinct groups. It is of course a first approximation, and lon-
ger range interactions (even if weak) are necessary to stabilize some of the ordered struc-

tures like V32N26,Ti8C5, V8C7 (ref. 77).
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Calculation of the stability of long—range ordered Dhases at 0 K (refs. 17, T6)
This was made for the compositions M2C and M2N (50 % vacancies ) in the Ising model with
pair interactions , assuming that the energy of an ordered phase is equal to its band energy
(i.e. total energy of the occupied states in the hybridized metalloid 2p—metal d bands).
The electronic density of states was calculated for the four possible ordered structures
(i) type CuPt — Rm (or Fd3n) (Fig. 3a), (ii) type Ti2N (space group I)41/amd, Fig. 3d),
(iii) type CuAu (alternate Cu and Au {ooi} planes), (iv) segregation, which are respectively
stable in regions I—TV, II, III and V of Fig. lOa. The calculations were made by the recur—
sion method (ref. 78), starting from a tight—binding interpolation scheme for the stoichio—
metric compound, fitted on a self—consistent APW band structure of KbC (ref. '(9) . The para—
meters (ten transfer integrals and three atomic levels) were kept constant from NbC to M2C
(M = any transition metal).

Results are shown on Fig. 11. The CuPt type phase (or Fd3m) was found stable in a large elec—
tron concentration range (0.22 < Ne < 0.50, Ne fractional occupation of the 2p—d bands con—
taming 10 -F 6 x states per molecule MCX). This is in agreement with the observation of this
phase for the carbides of groups III and IV transition metals (for V2C, Nb2(, Ta2C, the me—
tal lattice is hexagonal and the calculations cannot be compared with experiment).

But the structure observed for the nitrides (Ti2N, Mo�N) is not explained by this calcula—
tion ; changing the input parameters (N—N coupling, 2p level energy, crystal—field parame—
ters) did not allow to open a significant stability zone for the Ti2N type phase (ref. 17).

Calculation of effective pair interaction energies from the electronic structure (refs. 17,83)
In the generalized perturbation method (GPM) (refs. 80—83), the order energy of the alloy,
written as a sum of interatomic pair interactions Vj, is obtained by a perturbation develop—
ment from the completely disordered alloy described by the tight—binding coherent potential
average medium (ref. 81). It has been shown for transition metal alloys, that the cluster
interactions, concentration dependent, decrease rapidly with increasing number n of atoms in
the cluster (m 3) (ref. 80). In the case of transition metal carbides, the good agreement
of the relative stability energies of the ordered phases calculated from the Vj obtained by
the GPM, with those obtained by the recursion method, argues for the validity of the pair
potential approximation (ref. 17).

GPM pair interaction energies, calculated with the same input parameters as for the recursion
method, are given in Fig. 12 for the carbides of compositionsM2C and M6C5. One sees that the
second neighbour pair interaction V2 dominates and is positive in the electron concentration
region where are observed the carbide superstructures ; this is in agreement with experiment,
in particular with the pair potentials deduced from neutron diffuse scattering on TiCO76(see
above and (refs. 19, 27)). The dependence of V1 and V2 with 1e has been explained in terms
of arguments of the moments of the electronic density of states (refs. 17, 8).

To explain the mitrides, one has to obtain a zone where V1 > 2V2 > 0 (the existence of V6C5
and NbC5 requires also a positive V1 around He = O.t). By (i) changing the ratio of two
transfer integrals between metalloid 2p and metal d orbitals, from the value deduced from
the interpolation scheme (pdv/pda = —0.3 instead of —0.56), (ii) suppressing the direct N—N
coupling, (iii) lowering the nitrogen atomic 2p level (shift of —0.113)4 Rydbergs) one
obtains V1 > V > 0 in the region O.)4 < N < 0.53.

The V1 and V2 values calculated for different carbides and nitrides with pdiT/pda = —0.3, are
reported on Fig. lOb : one sees a qualitative agreement with the predictions of the Ising
model ; carbides and mitrides are well separated, but the domain of nitrides in Fig. lOb is
larger than domain II of Fig. lOa.

Clearly, if the calculation from the electronic structure explains with some success the ex-
perimental behaviour, something is missing in the model : role of lattice distortions, or
short—range first neighbour interactions not taken into account by the tight—binding hanil—
tonian used in this study (ref. 17). Further quantitative progress will need exact band
structure calculations for the long—range ordered superstructures.

ORDERING OF MSTALLOID ATOMS IN THE HEXAGONAL CLOSE-PACKED HEMICARBIDES AND
HEMINITRIDES

In these compounds, the octahedral sites of the h.c.p. metal cell form a simple hexagonal
lattice, half occupied by metalloid atoms at the stoichiometric composition M2X. At room
temperature, long—range ordering of the metalloId atoms is always found, and the compounds
M2C and M2N can be classified into five ordered structures labelled (a) to (e)
(a) Cd12 antitye (e.g. Ta2C), (b) CaCl2 antityne, (c) c—Fe2N type (e.g. V2N, Kb2N, W2C),
(d) —Fe2N type (e.g. V2C, Mo2C), (e) —ND2C type.(For a review, see (refs. 1, 37, 85)). The
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Octahedra

a b c d

Phases A A5B A2B - AB A2B2

Space groups fcc Fm3m P3orB2/m B2/m Fd3morR3m I)41/amd
Carbides, nitrides MC, MN V6C5, Nb6C5 — — Ti2C, R2C,.. Ti2N,Mo2N

Fig. 9. Phases obtained by stacking octahedra of a single type.

V2

II, _______________________

(a) (b)

Fig. 10. a) Fundamental states of the Ising model with pair interactions V1 and V2 for
an f.c.c. substitutional alloy Ai_Bx (at 0 K). Stable phases are given in the text.
b) Pair potentials V1 and V2 calculated for different ordered carbides and nitrides
by the generalized perturbation method (ref. 17).

Fig. 11. Relative stability energies calcula-
ted by the recursion method (ref. 17) for
cubic carbides M2C.
a : CuPt—Ti2N ; b : CuPt—segregation
c : CuPt—CuAu.

Fig. 12. Pair potentials calculated for cubic

carbides by the generalized perturbation me-
thod, versus the electronic concentration.
a : M2C ; b : MGC5;xxxx : V1 V2

:V3;----:V
Ne = 0.31 for R2C, 0.38 for Ti2C,

o1 for V6C5 (ref. 17).

e f

V

pdw/pdo-O.3
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ordered phases have all the following common property that carbon atoms and vacancies occupy
alternate octahedral sites on interstitial rows parallel to the c axis. It is generally as—
sumed that at very high temperatures, disordering of carbons and vacancies occurs, resulting

in the L tyoe hexagonal structure. Recent high tenperature diffraction studies, performed
at the HFR (ILL, Grenoble), have shom the following phase transitions (ref. 85)
. for W2C : type (c) structure — 1 800 °C -'- L structure
. for Mo2C : type (d) structure — 1 4OO °C -- type (c) structure — 2 000 °C -'- L structure

The compounds V2C, ffb2C and Ta2C, and their binary pseudo—solid solutions (V xNbx)2C ..,
have been studied by electron diffraction by Hiraga and Hirabayashi (refs. 8, 87, 88). For
quenched samples, one observes diffuse scattering concentrated only in the reciprocal lat—
tice planes OO. ( = 2n + i) normal to the c* axis, suggesting that the alternate carbon—

vacancy (C — 0) rows in the c direction remain at high temperature, and that disordering
occurs only between the rows. The system can be analysed in terms of pair interactions bet—
weenthe two states a and of interstitial C — 0 rows (c C — 0 — C — 0 — ..),
( E 0— C — 0— C — ..) and is formally identical to the Ising triangular lattice array
theoretically studied in (refs. 89, 90).
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